MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY

Pucka plucker
As sales of guitars boom, many players are turning to online tuition. But who can you trust in the
free-for-all of the internet? Nina Large reports on one site with impeccable credentials

T

raditionally the concept of learning
something might have conjured up
images of sitting in school, going to lectures, or immersing yourself in books.
These days, armed with a computer, you need
not stray further than your own front door to
learn about anything from fishing to feng-shui.
Go to youtube.com, tap in ‘learn music’ and
you will get more than two million different
videos vying for your attention. Some of them
such as Guitar Beginners Lesson 1, have had
several million hits.
With more than 90,000 guitars sold in
the UK each year there is clearly a market for
teaching people how to play, but the perennial internet problem remains: are any of the
online sites really that credible?

Enter Maestro Workshop, a new media
company keen to redress that balance. Its
guitar teaching website www.maestroworkshop.com claims to offer a complete system
from total beginners through to advice for
professionals, led by renowned guitar teacher
Charles Ramirez.
‘We show all the classical techniques of
playing the guitar, right from the fundamentals to the more particular techniques,’ says
Ramirez. ‘The structure of the whole thing
can be trusted.’
To that end Ramirez’s own CV includes a
performing career as well as 30 years as professor of classical guitar at the Royal College
of Music and most recently, a well received
concerto disc with the Chamber Orchestra of

Europe on Signum Records.
The ‘fundamental’ guitar techniques he
refers to inform his whole approach to learning and include arpeggios, chords, tremolo,
strumming, harmonics, slides and pizzicato.
It’s these skills which form the core of the site.
‘Fundamental does not mean basic, it means
they will last you forever. You’ll still be using
these techniques when you’re playing at the
Festival Hall.’
Ramirez has been passionate about teaching for many years. ‘Back in the 1990s the
exam boards were treating all instruments
the same way – you had your pieces and then
the scales and arpeggios. That’s fine, but I also
wanted to ask – what can the guitar actually
do?’ In 1998 the Trinity Examination Board
commissioned him to write a ground breaking new technical syllabus which included all
these fundamental skills and marked a new
direction for guitar teaching. The book was
sold in 84 different countries.
He does not want beginners to get obsessed
with learning to read music as their main focus, nor does he want to present a site in which
people just learn to copy his playing. ‘People
need to be inspired to play. Reading music
is essential but it shouldn’t get in the way of
learning the skills which are so natural to the
guitar,’ he says. A strum, for example, is easy to
play but since it is six notes at the same time,
it can look very complicated when written
down. ‘I can’t wait for pupils to be able to read
that two years down the line before they are
allowed to play it!’
There are five levels on the website and
in each one the player is given a series of
techniques and exercises and then four
pieces which relate to them. The video shows
Ramirez playing each one, whilst the rest of
the screen displays the notation and guitar
tablature alongside written notes telling you
what to do.
Unlike almost all the other music sites,
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Ramirez himself doesn’t speak on it at all. ‘It
was a conscious decision to take my personality out of it,’ he says. Three different high-definition cameras were used in filming each video
(50 in total) presenting different angles, on
the strings, his hands and so on which makes
the teaching exceptionally clear. It all adds to
the slick, uncluttered atmosphere of the site,
which has a somewhat Apple Mac feel about
it – you half expect it to be called i-music.
The only missing ingredient is actually having a teacher with you – can the internet ever
really substitute that relationship? ‘You can’t
help people sit correctly or give specific feedback
to them, but neither can I during the week
between lessons at the Royal College,’ he points
out. It’s possible that in the future some kind
of real-time feedback might be incorporated
into the site, and they are also looking into the
idea of sound recognition. But for now there is
an extensive ‘Do’s and Don’ts’ section for each
lesson. He says that 99% of the time the sort of
problems which arise will be covered by that.

None of this comes free. Level 1 is priced
at £99 – it’s comparatively expensive but in
theory it provides the player with the equivalent of up to six months of weekly lessons.
Perhaps the site’s greatest asset is that
it presents a ‘complete reference’ to guitar

playing, which could be of as much use to
students as to other teachers. ‘We are not
offering you a trick,’ Ramirez insists. ‘We
give you all the tools. Then you will have to
develop your own skill and do your thinking
CM
and practising for yourself.’
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* Teachers and music services everywhere recommend Stentor for the
quality and value we offer
* Ideal student and intermediate instruments:
 Stentor Student I
 Stentor Student II
 Stentor Graduate
 Stentor Conservatoire
* Our high grade orchestral models:
- Messina, Elysia and Arcadia
* Stentor violins, violas, cellos and double basses are carved from solid
tonewoods, with correct measurements and good tonal quality,
offering students the best start to their musical careers.
Stentor instruments are available in all sizes from your local retailer.
Contact us for a copy of the Stentor brochure or our DVD
‘The Making of the Stentor Violin’

www.stentor-music.com
Stentor Music Co Ltd
Tel: 01737 240226 Email: info@stentor-music.com
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